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About This Game

Wand Wars VR is an innovative roguelike magic action adventure VR game with easy style by Unreal Engine 4, single mode has
8-10 hours play time to experience the whole world.

In Magic Age, you just become a wizard rookie of the Magic Academy, the academy is attacked by mysterious demons.
Although the enchantment can protect the academy for now, it can't last long. The best way to defend is to attack! Find the

enemy's lair and crash them!

FEATURES

Roguelike

Random maps, random battles, random items, this game has a great replayability

Rich Content

8-10 hours play time, 5 bosses, 3 levels, dozens of skills, almost 100 equipments

Easy Style

We are not serious, we are not painful, we tease everything, including ourselves
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Innovation

Drawing recognition, full body IK, and the finishing moves!
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Title: Wand Wars VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Colossus Interactive
Publisher:
Colossus Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 16 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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wand wars vr. wand wars rise vr

Wand Wars VR seems like a great game however there are many problems with the game which might make it unplayable. I
have not played the game for long however not being able to hear anything is a big factor in my overall review. Since this game
is very new it would make sense that there are very few forum posts to help solve some issue. If you wanted to get this game
then i would wait a few months so the game can improve and get easier to fix.. Welp, I can't recommend it since the game just
won't work, I'm getting a black screen when I'm starting the game, and it's a pain to try to quit the app.
It does seem fun tho from what I can look at the the videos.. I beat the first boss so only a partial review. I had to make sure
there was more than just the one environment and there is. also different types of enemies start to appear.

The is a magic RPG. Been playing a while and in a weird way it's been hovering between terrible and addictive. There are some
bugs and some jankyness but at the same time glimpses of awesomeness. The graphics are pretty awesome. Enemies look great.
Spell casting feels great.

Only teleport so if that bothers you then turn back now. For me it's not big deal. It would be hard to add any other type of
locomotion because the boss is to dart around quickly to avoid his attacks.

The addictiveness also comes in the upgrades. There's a perk system but you also find new wands, claws, and robes each with
different stats essentially allowing fully customize your equipment.

If little bugs and weirdness and Chinglish bother you, turn back now. Othersize if you've played Children of the Collosus this is
from the same developer so think that game mixed with something like Orbus VR and you get the picture.. Welp, I can't
recommend it since the game just won't work, I'm getting a black screen when I'm starting the game, and it's a pain to try to quit
the app.
It does seem fun tho from what I can look at the the videos.. Welp, I can't recommend it since the game just won't work, I'm
getting a black screen when I'm starting the game, and it's a pain to try to quit the app.
It does seem fun tho from what I can look at the the videos.. Would be even better if it was in English, NO way of changing the
Language to English. Uninstalled as a result, Otherwise a great game. Please translate to English or at least give us the option to
change Language at the Main Menu, Not everyone can read foreign languages. Welp, I can't recommend it since the game just
won't work, I'm getting a black screen when I'm starting the game, and it's a pain to try to quit the app.
It does seem fun tho from what I can look at the the videos.
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Would be even better if it was in English, NO way of changing the Language to English. Uninstalled as a result, Otherwise a
great game. Please translate to English or at least give us the option to change Language at the Main Menu, Not everyone can
read foreign languages. Wand Wars VR seems like a great game however there are many problems with the game which might
make it unplayable. I have not played the game for long however not being able to hear anything is a big factor in my overall
review. Since this game is very new it would make sense that there are very few forum posts to help solve some issue. If you
wanted to get this game then i would wait a few months so the game can improve and get easier to fix.. Would be even better if
it was in English, NO way of changing the Language to English. Uninstalled as a result, Otherwise a great game. Please translate
to English or at least give us the option to change Language at the Main Menu, Not everyone can read foreign languages. I beat
the first boss so only a partial review. I had to make sure there was more than just the one environment and there is. also
different types of enemies start to appear.

The is a magic RPG. Been playing a while and in a weird way it's been hovering between terrible and addictive. There are some
bugs and some jankyness but at the same time glimpses of awesomeness. The graphics are pretty awesome. Enemies look great.
Spell casting feels great.

Only teleport so if that bothers you then turn back now. For me it's not big deal. It would be hard to add any other type of
locomotion because the boss is to dart around quickly to avoid his attacks.

The addictiveness also comes in the upgrades. There's a perk system but you also find new wands, claws, and robes each with
different stats essentially allowing fully customize your equipment.

If little bugs and weirdness and Chinglish bother you, turn back now. Othersize if you've played Children of the Collosus this is
from the same developer so think that game mixed with something like Orbus VR and you get the picture.. Wand Wars VR
seems like a great game however there are many problems with the game which might make it unplayable. I have not played the
game for long however not being able to hear anything is a big factor in my overall review. Since this game is very new it would
make sense that there are very few forum posts to help solve some issue. If you wanted to get this game then i would wait a few
months so the game can improve and get easier to fix.. Wand Wars VR seems like a great game however there are many
problems with the game which might make it unplayable. I have not played the game for long however not being able to hear
anything is a big factor in my overall review. Since this game is very new it would make sense that there are very few forum
posts to help solve some issue. If you wanted to get this game then i would wait a few months so the game can improve and get
easier to fix.. I beat the first boss so only a partial review. I had to make sure there was more than just the one environment and
there is. also different types of enemies start to appear.

The is a magic RPG. Been playing a while and in a weird way it's been hovering between terrible and addictive. There are some
bugs and some jankyness but at the same time glimpses of awesomeness. The graphics are pretty awesome. Enemies look great.
Spell casting feels great.

Only teleport so if that bothers you then turn back now. For me it's not big deal. It would be hard to add any other type of
locomotion because the boss is to dart around quickly to avoid his attacks.

The addictiveness also comes in the upgrades. There's a perk system but you also find new wands, claws, and robes each with
different stats essentially allowing fully customize your equipment.

If little bugs and weirdness and Chinglish bother you, turn back now. Othersize if you've played Children of the Collosus this is
from the same developer so think that game mixed with something like Orbus VR and you get the picture.. Would be even
better if it was in English, NO way of changing the Language to English. Uninstalled as a result, Otherwise a great game. Please
translate to English or at least give us the option to change Language at the Main Menu, Not everyone can read foreign
languages

Major Update:
We just release a major update, fix some bugs and change the default language to English, please enjoy it.. Wand Wars VR
Now Available!:
Wand Wars VR Early Access now available!

Greetings everyone! After 18 months hard work, our new VR game is finally ready for you to play!
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Hope you can enjoy the game, your feedbacks are valuable for us to improve it from Early Access to full version!
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